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The challenges facing agricultural
extension - and a new opportunity
Story by Gershon Feder
Rural Development Research Manager, Development Research Group, World Bank

It's n o t normally ExtensionNet policy
t o publish a front page story written b y
a non-APEN member, b u t this article
summarises many o f t h e problems and

Extn challenges
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he world has nearly 1 million agri-

Gershon Feder poses some

cultural extension personnel. More

provocative questions about

T

than 90 per cent of them are in develop-

the current state and the future

ing countries. Development agencies have

of extension

poured US$10 billion into public extension

opportunities facing contemporary

programmes over the past five decades.

extension very well. If you are n e w t o

Yet a study published in 2001 by the United

extension, this may be one o f t h e best

Nations' Food and Agriculture Organisation

EnterprisingAPEN members

introductions t o t h e w o r l d o f extension

found that extension services across the de-

from Victoria collate and discuss

veloping world are "failingUand"moribund':

developments in extension

y o u can get.

Extn "book c l u b
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in "disarray or barely functioning at all".

Story reproduced b y kind permission o f

Why? And what can be done
about it?

N e w Agriculturist.

Extension systems suffer many administrative and design deficiencies and challenges.

Leadership w'shops 5
APEN-led workshops are happening all over the country.
Find out where your nearest
local workshop will be held

They typically aim to reach huge numbers of
farm families scattered over large, complex

Extn data base

landscapes. Forced to ration their attention,

Jeff Coutts'extensive extension

agents often focus on larger, better-endowed and more innovative farmers who

project database is now online
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can provide payment in kind and are likely
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to exhibit more progress. Other farmers are

Survival tools

disinclined or unable to follow the example

How do other extension officers

of these contact farmers, so little farmer-to-

get minds and souls on track?

farmer extension ensues.
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The challenges facing agricultural extension
(cont'd from p l )
Extension does not happen in a vacuum.
Its effectiveness depends on the broader
policy environment that governs credit, input
supplies, prices and markets - crucial factors
beyond the control of extension systems.
Similarly, extension systems rely on knowledge supplied by an agricultural research
establishment that often gives little weight
to their opinions and priorities.That extension and public research organisations often
compete for budgets - with extensionists
disadvantaged by their lower status - is not
conducive to two-way feedback or effective
extension.

Accountability in extension work is often
a black hole. Attributing impact is diffcult
because many other factors affect agriculture
in complex ways.This undermines extension staff's incentive to reach out to f a r m
ers or even to update their own skills and
knowledge. Staff not held accountable for
the quality of their extension work may shirk
on quantity as well.They may be assigned
activities that are unrelated to knowledge
transfer but easy to measure, such as collecting statistics, administering loan paperwork,
distributing government-provided inputs or
performing regulatory duties. Higher-level
extension managers are monitored mainly
in terms of budget spent, staffng levels and
other bureaucratic indicators. Accountability
to farmers - t h e only people who can easily
observe the quality and effectiveness of
extension services - is typically nonexistent.
The diffculty of attributing impact
weakens political support, leading to small
budgets and fiscal unsustainability. Extension investments do not offer politicians and
senior offcials the kind of political payoffs
that can be earned from other public outlays
that have visible impacts, such as the double
cropping made possible by an irrigation
investment or the reduction in transport cost
following construction of a bridge or road.
Ironically, the same diffculty of assess ing impact may explain why international
development agencies continue to support
extension activities, which are bureaucratically straightforward and therefore attractive

paperwork!

from their point of view. While the completed

staffng ...when is there time for

projects are hard to prove successful, they are

real accountability?

equally hard to brand as failures.

APEN ExtensionNet

The result is tension between domestic
policymakers reluctant to invest heavily in
extension and development agencies that
enthusiastically promote such investments.
External funding minimizes the need for
immediate tradeoffs between extension and
more politically rewarding undertakings,
but it simply postpones the day of reckoning. Once external funding ends, the lack of
domestic political support resurfaces, and
extension budgets drop again.
To address the weaknesses inherent in the
public extension systems, several novel ex-

Low accountability
Accountability to farmers - the only people who
can easily observe the
quality and effectiveness
of extension services - is
typically nonexistent.

Cross purposes
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tension modalities have emerged in the past
three decades. Each has i t s own strengths
and weaknesses. Ambitious and highly
structured training-and-visit programmes
promoted by the World Bank during 197595 proved financially unsustainable once

the bank ceased funding them. Farmer field
schools are similarly expensive and diffcult
to sustain on a large scale. Fiscally sustainable fee-for-service and privatised extension pose undesirable social outcomes. Less
commercial farmers - the poor, women and
farmers with small or marginal plots - value
the information less, purchase fewer extension services and so fall further behind their
more prosperous neighbours.
The decentralisation trend of the 1980s
and 1990s in Latin America and then Africa
was intended to improve accountability by
moving services closer to the people who
use them. However, it also created greater
potential for political interference, even
the hijacking of extension staff for political
campaigning. Decentralisation also weakens economies of scale in updating staff
skills and attenuates research-extension
links. Problems of financial sustainability are
merely transferred to the local level.

Cost-effective in novation
The latest innovation in extension services
is information and communication technology. ICT improves cost effectiveness by
reaching large numbers at a relatively low
cost, thereby alleviating the problem of weak
political commitment and the resulting fiscal
unsustainability. Its centralised nature makes
adapting and revising the curriculum easier,
reduces dependence on the skills of field
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workers, and facilitates better links between
researchers and farmers.
Of course, many challenges remain. ICT

Addressing these remaining challenges - or
at least some of them - requires researchers,
extensionists and donors to review together

There i s probably not a lot that
i s brand new in this argument,

does nothing to lessen dependence on

the experiences of extension innovators who

and some experienced extension

the broader policy environment, facilitate

have applied ICT. Is the cost of infrastructure

professionals will have seen the

attribution of impact or improve account-

sustainable? Can the innovators demonstrate

logic before. What is interesting

ability.The need for face-to-face interactions

improved impact?What do farmers say?

is that a) the World Bank at least

is reduced but certainly not eliminated, and

And finally, how can the application of more

takes extension seriously, b)

the importance of feedback mechanisms

imagination bring a better return on exten-

extension is globally challenged

remains as strong as ever. ICT suffers the ad-

sion investments than has been achieved in

by the accountability/evaluation

ditional constraint of farmers'limited access

the past?

bogey, and c) extension officers

la

to modern media.
SOURCE for this article: www.new-agri.co.uk/05-2/perspect.html

are not in danger of extinction.
Who knew there were 1 million of
us around the world?
Astonishing!

Keeping in touch with extension developments
- a group process
Alison Medhurst and EmilyTee
Department of Primary Industries, Knoxfield Centre

A

s a busy extension professional do
you find it diffcult to keep up with the

latest in extension research?A group of staff

International Conference".
Although the group hasn't been going
very long (since November last year) we

at Victoria's Department of Primary Industries

have had a great response and an interest-

Knoxfield office identified this was an issue

ing range of articles to read. Staff have

for them and established a monthly article

commented on how, after reading some of

review group.

the papers, they realise their own work is

Convenor (and APEN Melbourne Cluster
committee member) Alison Medhurst said,

definitely worth publishing and that they are
keen to have a go!

"The purpose of the group is firstly to extend
our knowledge around current events in the
world of extension and to provide a source of
encouragement to read journal papers on a
more regular basis':
Each month one group member chooses
a paper, distributes it to the group and then
leads a discussion on the paper at the meeting.The group has brought together staff
from extension, communications, landscape
science and social research which allows us
to gain different perspectives on how we approach practice change in our work.
Another aim of the group is to encourage
group members to write papers of their own.
"Many members felt they didn't have the
experience or time to do this themselves, so
the group forms an informal review panel
and a friendly place in which to workshop papers before submitting them to journals': said
Emily Tee, another group member (also part

Members of the DPI Knoxfield Article Review Group discussing a journal paper.

of the APEN Melbourne Cluster committee).

(L-R) Alison Medhurst, Robin Segrave, Emily Tee, Natalia Tostovrsnik, Bernadette

"In particular, the group is aiming to have a

Swanson. (Yes we do have male members of the group but they were all absent the

range of papers submitted to the 2006 APEN

day the photo was taken!)
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Leadership in extension
Nurturing young leaders
Regional workshops, focus groups and national conference
2005
Tim Tabart
Rural Development Services Pty Ltd, Hobart

The leadershipprogram
"has been inspired by
the 2003 APEN National
Forum in Hobart"

APEN is addressing a general lack of support for young extension /field/ advisory/

The original concept has been expanded
to now incorporate five three-day leadership

education officers by organising a regional
series of leadership workshops and focus

workshops for young extension professionals.
The "Leadership in extension: nurturing

groups in April and May 2005.This will be followed by a national forum in June to develop

young 1eaders"workshopswill be run in five

policies for addressing the issues identified.
This program has been inspired by the

extensionists directly into the wealth of

States in April and May 2005 to bring young

2003 APEN National Forum in Hobart, and

networks, information, resources, people and

APEN's Policy Workshop in Sydney in late

opportunities available for those facilitating

2004. Both these events identified three

change in rural Australia.They are intended
for anyone 35 and under in roles such as

major realities:
1. the critical importance of extension

field officer, trainers, Landcare and natural

to the future of rural industries and to

resource management facilitators, consult-

the management of Australia's natural

ants, farm advisers and industry develop-

resources

ment officers.

2. the large number of young people entering the extension profession in both

The workshops focus on self-awareness
and sharing between participants, with

production and natural resource man-

invited guests used to inspire, inform and

agement arenas

motivate. By the end of the workshop, par-

3. the lack of support for young people

ticipants will have

in extension - in terms ofjob security,

a broader understanding of extension,

professional development, information,

a better understanding of their own direc-

expertise, resources, mentoring and

tion and abilities,

networks.

identified opportunities for professional

APEN partners with RDS
APEN has partnered with Rural Develop-

development;
improved networking and communication skills;

ment Services, a Tasmanian rural consultancy,

inspiration and a clear plan for their own

to leverage sponsorship from the Depart-

future.

ment of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry
Amabel Fulton working with

(DAFF). It was initially intended to facilitate

small group. Hobart 2003

five focus groups and a national workshop.

Workshop design
The workshops will be facilitated by
Amabel Fulton and/orTimTabart of Rural
Development Services, using a leadership
training program originally developed for
primary producers and adapted to meet the
needs of extension providers.
Half a day of each workshop will be dedicated to a focus group "Pathways for young
extension professionals".Employers, funding
bodies, extension specialists and extension
users are being invited to join the focus
group to identify issues facing young people
in extension and possible strategies for addressing these issues.
cont'd next page

HPEN Extens~on~uet
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Leadership in extension ... cont'd
workshops will join in a forum "Leading the

funding bodies are invited to:

future - nurturing young people in exten-

support your young staff in attending;

sionUtobuild on the findings from the series

sponsor the national search conference

of regional workshops to develop policies

and/or your regional event;

for addressing issues facing young people in

to join your regional focus

extension.

F

-

group"Pathways for young
extension wrofessionals"; and/or

You're invited t o participate
APEN invites:
Young people in extension - providers and
users of extension in rural industries and/or
in natural resource management under 35
years of age - to:

to participate in the national
search conference.
The five leadership workshops
are being held across Australia
as follows:
Toowoomba, Qld

take part in our professional development

26 to 29 April 2005

workshops "Leadership in extension:

Naracoorte, SA

nurturing young leadersnand develop

9 to 12 May 2005

a strategy for your own professional

Albury-Wodonga, NSWNic

Focus groups will explore the needs

development;

16to 19May 2005

of young people facilitating change

Busselton, WA

in rural Australia

to join your regional focus groupnPathways for young extension professionals";

23 to 26 May 2005

and to participate in the national forum

Launceston,Tas

"Leading the future - nurturing young people
in extension".

Hobart, Tas

Focus group: 20 April 2005
Workshop: 7 to 10 November 2005

Employers of young extensionists and

-

-

Forum participants

The national "Leading the Future"forum
will be held in Melbourne 15-16June 2005.
Limited places are available for the workshops and early bird registration closes three
weeks before each one.

-

For more information and registration

mm

details wlease visit the APEN website www.
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Registration

Reflections on Day 2

Dinner

Field trip

Welcome & Introductions

I

/

Leadership-what is it?

1

I

Pathways for young extension
professionalsfocus group

Day 2
8.30
11.OO

Leadership-the bottom line
Personality profiles

1.30

Extension-self examination

3.30
7.00

, apen.org.au under theUNewsand infonsection.

Personal action plans
Dinner with invited panel members

Reflections on Day 3

1.00 Developing personal professional development (PD) plan
11 .OO Present personal PD plan
12.00 Evaluation and feedback
12.30

Lunch and conclusion

Networking skills
Dinner-with

APEN ExtensionNet

VIP guests

.
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Diffusion of innovations
Extension online
Journal of extension (www.joe.org) has a
new feature, or at least one that I hadn't noticed before: a discussion forum.The forum

-

A
I '

centres around the "op ed" or thought pieces
that now lead every issue of the journal.
There are already some comments submitted
for discussion, so have a read or make your
own opinions known to the online extension world. Could be a good opportunity to

how to get scientists to unhitch themselves
from their professional obligations as"ex-

generate some international dialogue and

pertsUandengage in collaborative efforts

dilute the sometimes US-centric focus of this

to address natural resource issues and

excellent online journal.

become "key players''.

The current edition of JOE features stories
about:
the need for visionary leadership in extension, along with an defined set of standards for excellence and a vision uncon-

New Agriculturist (www.new-agri.co.uk),
from which we borrowed our front page
story for this edition of ExtensionNet, is a
thought provoking site with an international

strained by extension's Past successes and

scope. Check it out for global agricultural

failures

news, articles and features, country and in

an attempt by Washington State University

dustry profiles.Therels also an extensive back

to apply extension principlest0 develop-

catalogue that features articles guaranteed

ing international trade (irony noted)

to generate some thinking.

Extension database online

J

ust posted on the Cooperative Venture
for Capacity Building's website is a

database of extension projects implemented
around Australia.This database has been developed as part of one CVCB's major projects,
a national review of extension and education
across Australia.
The database lists almost 50 projects from
all around Australia and all agricultural indusAPEN's Jeff Coutts: prime mover
in researching and compiling the
extension database

tries. Natural resource management projects
and information projects are also listed. You
can link to detailed reports that describe factors such as how and why projects were developed, learning outcomes, philosophy and
approach, evaluation and issues identified.
It is an excellent resource for developing
a project or if you are looking for ways to
evaluate extension projects. You can search
the database by project name, model or
industry.The address is www.rirdc.gov.au/ca-

pacitybuilding/index.html

APEN ExtensionNet

.
&,,

APEN connection
The extension database has been largely
researched and compiled by long time
APEN member and regional co-ordinator
in Queensland, Dr Jeff Coutts. In a future
edition of ExtensionNet there'll be a more
detailed account of the database and some
of the background information that paints a
comprehensive picture of where extension is
at in Australia in 2005.
As a taster, did you know that - based on
full time equivalents (FTEs) -there are more
than 4000 extension positions in Australia? If
all extension officers are counted, including
non-FTE officers, that number may increase
by as much as 2000. Of the 4000 or so FTE extension officers, more than 2700 are engaged
in the public or public/community sectors.
That's a huge trove of experience to draw
on! It's APEN's job to try to bring that expertise together and share it with others.
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Survival tools: 140 years of work
A

t a recent CRRI-Q course attended by .To survive a change agent should be:
Australian and international extension
patient, open-minded, ready for risk.
officers, one of the exercises involved jotting Actively listen to other people. Give
the two or three best pieces of advice for suryourselftime to be understood, D~ not

Predicting and evaluation skills.

viving the rigours of extension and keeping

Don't take peoples reaction as a

.

the smile curving up the right way.

Stickto your own ideas thoughts because

you can learn a lot from others. Because

The ideas were scratched onto a piece of
paper and tossed into a hat and mixed up.
Then participants randomly drew someone

people are different, their
attitudelbehaviour must be taken into

consideration all the time.
else's advice from the hat and read it out,
offering how the advice was relevant to their ' Be Optimistic - sometimes it seems
nothing changed, but be confident in
own work and how could be used practi-

cally. It's a simple workshop exercise that any

yourself. For sure! ~ o u ' v e h a d t oPut some

extension officer could use to keep things

influence on your clients and it takes time

moving and energise the group.

for them to make certain changes.

Anyway, once the list was compiled, it
seemed too good a resource to keep it to
ourselves. So here, at no cost, is some of the
best advice we

gather from about 140

years worth of extension.
Out of respect to the contributers, these
suggestions are reported verbatim. Points of
view expressed do not necessarily reflect the
views of APEN or ExtensionNet.

Be willing to share wholeheartedly and try
to stand in your clients' perspective and
take their

Take a Friday and Monday off work (so you
have 4 consecutive days), Go away from

long as you can, concentrating on
bottom,

Take time to smell the roses, listen to the
birds, count the worms, plant some new
Reinvent self - continuous learning and
application - new challenges.

Establish rapport with the key
influencers within the community.
Respect the culture within the
particular community.
-Take time to socialise with clients and
don't worry about it "eating into work
If the going is becoming really tough,

before answering. The other person
may be right. Who knows.
Always present facts.

.Do not be an emotional person. You
will make mistakes.
No matter what taswproject you are
assigned, workout how you can make

and capitalised on my strengths.

Don't build up excess leave - make

Negotiating skills: be open minded.

sure there is a balance at$ tak

Drive to a high point somewhere on the

out for other a&&ies.

coast where you can see the sea birds.

Burnout or slo&wn

' i-

&I&

expect it and use

listen to anyone else and have a quiet
time.
Cynicism is contagious; if you find yourself

"My job is only a job". I very clearly
delineate my paid job from my personal

catching it get

quick.

Balance your work life and social li

life.
Perfecting myself - benefit them, not for

allow for personal time for yoursel
Seek balance betweenlamong att

myself. Self development, playing
basketball, hiking, running a marathon -

work, relationships with family, contact

possibly with my clients - I enjoy it.

with nature and physical and mental
activity.

APEN ExtensionNet

people you are working with.

it interesting and exciting for you.
T o o k note of my personality type, accepted
myself as I am. Worked on my weaknesses .Talk with someone else - debrief.

Count the coal ships, not have to talk to or

plants ...

Establish mutual respect with the

and you are directly confronted by

ing what I do well -and what I could do

I've been toldu- you're going to have a
much harder time.

reaction to a difficult situation.
Learn to be tough and thickskinned.

clients, cool down, take time to think

nothing other than the back line on the

sound reluctant"only doing this because

personal attack on you but as their

week.

Spend more time with colleaguesdiscussdifferently.
Use positive language- talk it up' If you

work.

sure I had time to garden 2 or 3 times a

Swim up and down the local pool for as

Work in pairs or teams - debrief, support.

to soothe for week's pressures at

time".

Stopped working very long days and made

where you live and work - and garden

HOWto survive extension

Have a hobby to work on the weekend

- -

B
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APEN International Conference Update
News f r o m the Conference Convenors

--

-

Conference therne:Practice change for sustainable communities: Exploring footprintsl pathways
and possibilities

H

old on to your hats and mark the

-

dates of the 6th to the 8th of March

The committee is excited to announce
that the Department of Primary lndustries

2006 in your diary. APEN is gearing up for its

Catchment and Agriculture Services

3rd lnternational Conference, which will be

(CAS) has agreed to be the gold sponsor.

held in the picturesque town of Beechworth,

Melbourne Cluster President Jo Vigliaturo
is certainly happy about that:"The support

Melbourne Cluster members, including

from DPI has been fantasticnl'shesays. As part

Jo Vigliaturo, Janine Dridan, Gavin Brock,

of the DPI sponsorship, Jessica Connor from

Cynthia Mahoney, Alison Medhurst, Emily

APEN has been appointed part time as a

Tee, Jessica Connor and Robin Segrave from

project officcer to support the conference.

the Department of Primary lndustries and

Strong themes emerging from the group

Ruth Beilin from the University of Melbourne,

include community, pushing the edge, in-

have been working hard to get the

tegrity, sustainability and integration.These

conference committee up and running.

are the values the conference committee has

The Melbourne Cluster of APEN is

identified as priorities for the planning and

convening the conference in partnership

conduct of the conference. The theme, close

with other organisations including

to being locked in, is looking towards what is

the Department of Primary Industries,

possible in extension, the pathways exten-

the Department of Sustainability and

sion can take, practice change and realities

Environment, Community Gardens, World

for sustainable communities.

Vision, the University of Melbourne, Monash

ence Covenor, Jessica Conner

-

Conference dates firm

Victoria.

APEN 2006 International Confer-

-

We will keep you posted on these high-

University, Trust for Nature, Particitipative

energy discussions. The 'virtual reference

Technologies and the Australasia Facilitators'

group'will soon be in action so for those who
have not registered interest in this, please

Network.
All of these organisations are represented
on a dynamic and experienced committee.

notify jessica.connor@dpi.vic.gov.auif you
are interested.

El

process with the committee

-

-~~~N-~xtensionNet
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Your APEN - your network
WA APEN clusters start clustering
Tracey Gianatti
WA Regional Co-ordinator

T

he good news to report from the west

of some sort (that's why we joined APEN!),

is that we have some new recruits to

the meetings and activities undertaken by

the APEN Cluster coordinator positions.
So thanks and congratulations on your
new positions, Pam IIAnson and Amrit Kend-

each Cluster have more meaning because
the issues and language are understood well.
We'd love to hear how other states are

rick. Pam has valiantly volunteered to take on

organisation theirlCluster structure: For

the'agriculture'Cluster coordinator position.

example, our Clusters aren't specifically geo-

She will act as the main communication

graphically located since Pam's Cluster comes

point between the'old committee'members

from all over the place. But it's likely that

by organising any face to face meetings.The

geographic Clusters might be more useful in

rest of us will all still help out with any activi-

some of the more densely populated states

ties the Cluster organises.
Amrit is keen to join the team and hopes

and regions.

to form a'Natural Resource Management'

The details for the new Cluster Coordinators for WA are:

ters are taking form in the west.

focused Cluster. Amrit currently works at
servation and Land Management. She is also

Pam IIAnson - Agriculture Cluster
Development Officer

studying science communication at UWA.

Department of Agriculture, Northam

ChallengerTAFE in Murdoch lecturing in Con-

Amrit also maintains links with the Australian Facilitators Network.They are holding

Regional co-ordinator in WA,
Tracey Gianatti, reports that clus-

Ph: 08 9690 2201
pianson@agric.wa.gov.au

their biannual conference in Perth this year
from 25 - 27 November.There is plenty of
scope for APEN to get involved should members choose to.
The way the Clusters have emerged

Amrit Kendrick - NRM Cluster
Conservation & Land Management Lecturer
ChallengerTAFE, Murdoch
Ph:08 9383 4438; amrit@aapt.net.au

in Western Australia from some specific
interests -agriculture and NRM - is a good
example of how Clusters can accommodate
a diversity of professional focuses. Even
though everyone is involved with extension

Natural resource short courses in Top End

C

harles Darwin University and the Cen-

short course will include a field trip as well as

tre for International Forestry Research

a two day public seminar with keynote pres-

(CIFOR) are offering a short course on natural

entations from visiting international experts

resource-based enterprise development.

and a discussion forum.

The course will be led byTony Cunningham
and will include guest lectures.Theory will be
integrated with Australian and international
examples with an emphasis on issues pertinent to the Northern Territory.
The course will also address business planning, the structure of the lecture mirroring a
typical field experience where implementation of resource management, monitoring
and conservation measures is required.The

APEN ExtensionNet

Date: 9-20 May
Venue: Casuarina Campus, Charles Darwin
University
Cost: $700 (includes course materials &field
trip)
Registration by: 31st March 2005
Register with: Patrician.Butler@cdu.edu.au
(08) 89466574
Contact: Julian.Gorman@cdu.edu.au

(08)

89466732
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APEN budget looks good
APEN's finances are in the best shape
they've looked for some time, but there
are some reasons for this that all members
should be aware of.
Currently, APEN's assets stand at a shade
over $72 000, an increase of around $20,000
from June 2004.The reason for this, as many
of the former chapter treasurers would
know, is that APEN has consolidated its assets
into a central fund.
Formerly, each Chapter had its own account from which it seed-funded events
and topped up with admission fees and so
on. In many cases, however, these accounts
were quite small and attracted annual bank
adminstration fees. Across all of the chapters,
these fees added up to a substantial amount.
Compounding the problem, each account
was required to undergo an audit each year
which passed a substantial responsibility to
each of the chapter treasurers who needed
to keep the books in tip-top shape.
After the cluster model was approved and
adopted, the APEN Management Committee
(MC) took the opportunity to streamline this
unwieldy system and centralise APEN's funds.

The upside
Finance can, of course, still be accessed
easily in order to fund locally organised APEN
events. In fact, clusters are heartily encouraged to do just this, using the energy saved
in not having to adminster local accounts
anymore.
One of the other major benefits from APEN
consolidating i t s finances is that we now
have the asset base to be able to underwrite
major events like the international conference in 2006. In the past, APEN could not
rely on independent accounts to be able to
contribute to its asset base and this situation
actually put events like the last international
conference in Toowoomba greatly at risk.
As anyone who has organised a conference
knows, there are many bills to pay before the
first sponsorship dollar rolls in.
Overall, it has been a smooth financial transition to the new cluster model. But money is
only useful when it's moving about, so start
thinking about how your cluster might start
to engage in a spend/earn cycle that invigorates the local extension population.

The downside
The downside of this arrangement is that
chapters no longer have a local physical

Freeing some members of the burdens of
the old chapter structure has led to some

record of their financial achievements that

activity in some of the remoter areas of Aus-

they are able to draw on quickly to conduct

tralia and beyond. Some co-ordinators have

financial transactions. For many treasurers,

already been appointed (more details next

however, that's been a small price to pay for

edition). We're keen to hear from any mem-

being rid of a major administrative burden.

bers interested in establishing new clusters
based on professional interests or locality.

\

/'

Ed sez
I've just finished another week of training,
my first such week in a few years (thanks,
kids!). It reminded me that training provides

are we any closer to being able to'sell'

improved professional network. It also pro-

extension to the people who control the

vided me with a chance to stretch the grey

purse strings? Has extension reached its
natural maturity in this country, or is some

thoughts about what it is I do every day at

development yet to unfold? Is extension

work. And, if you can get a full week's training

failing its aims for our Pacific neighbours?

in, it allows the space and time to reflect on

And is extension really in the parlous state

what your job means and how it can be done

that Feder suggests it is? ExtensionNet

better. Don't postpone training. It's a good
investment however you look at it.

would welcome your feedback.
Darren Schmidt

~
-

After decades of extension in Australia,

much more than a set of skills and a much

matter and start considering "higher, purer"

,

What did you think about the main story
starting on page I ? Is Feder on the mark?

-
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New APEN members
f

T

I
'

his is one of our favourite pages. It's a

we hope that by joining APEN you'll be able

great way to see how APEN is growing

to extend your horizons as an extension

bers who have joined since last

professional, or even some other professional.

edition:

ly) personal way.The whole network extends

We're not fussy about the horizons we ex-

David Oag, Queensland

a hand of welcome to all new members, and

tend, or for whom we do it!

through introducing new members in a (near-

Welcome to these new mem-

Dr Emma Jakku, Queensland
Tracy Henderson, Queensland
Lionel Pero, Queensland

Henry Brockman-senior development officer, Dept of Agriculture, Western Australia

Iva Quarisa, New South Wales
Dr Henry Brockman, NSW
Ben Neil, Victoria
Fiona Copley, Victoria

Graduating with a BSc Agric (Animal Husbandry), I started
my working life as Agricultural Extension Offcer in the
Department of Agriculture, Namibia. After finishing my
Honours degree, I moved to the northern parts of South
Africa, working on cattle and game husbandry with the
Department of Agriculture, South Africa where I finished
my Masters degree. I then moved to the Western Cape,
South Africa dealing with NRM and administering an Act
on land use changes, working for the National Department
of Agriculture. I completed a PhD in agricultural extension
before resigning and starting my own land use consulting
business. I emigrated to Australia 4 years ago and am
currently a project managerlsenior development officer
with the Department of Agriculture WA working on NRM
issues in the South-West Region of WA.

Lionel Pero - P

Graeme Ferrier, Victoria
Georgia Piggot, Victoria
John Wilson,Tasmania
Dr Ian Nuberg, South Aust
Ali Slade, Western Australia
Viengxay Photakoun, Laos

I

J

~ student,The
D
University OF Queensland, Brisbane

After completing a BSc Honours degree in Terrestrial Ecology and a MSc
degree in Conservation Biology, Lionel worked for several years in South
Africa as an ecologist and environmental scientist. During this time, he
managed and contributed to a variety of natural resource and environmental projects in the conservation, agriculture, mining and infrastructure development sectors throughout South Africa, Lesotho and
Swaziland. Since immigrating to Australia three years ago, Lionel has
worked in the Environmental Policy Section of theTasmanian Department of Primary Industries, Water and Environment. He is currently
enrolled as a fulltime PhD student at The University of Queensland in
Brisbane, where his research interests are focussed on the transdisciplinary integration of organisational, social, economic, political and
psychological theory for conceptualising and understanding regional
community-based natural resource management decision-making.

APEN ExtensionNet
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How do YOU get ahead?
,

Studying with the CRRI-P
(formerly the REC) not only
allows you to update your skill
base but also gives you
internationally reoognised
qualPCBSons. The pmgram are
flexible, letting you choose the
courses vou want to learn.

-

Get skills In:
group facilitation
a cornmunlty development
adult learning
project management
evaluation
and many more courses.
Go lo our webslle to flnd out
or mntact Jodle now

-

mmurn.ai*
-Quegaum
r ~ n ~ . e * U ~

www.crriq.edu.a~

phone: (071 W 1092

ema~~.~nb@dg.ed~.~~

engaging crmmunltltr

act APEN:
John James (President)
Ph: 07 5460 1495
john.james@crriq.edu.au

Victoria
Cynthia Mahoney, Ph: 03 9296 4628
cynthia.mahoney@dse.vic.gov.au

-ar North Queensland
Peter Holden Ph 07 4048 4600
peter.holden@dpi.qld.gov.au

Melbourne
JoVigliaturo Ph: 03 9296 461 3
jo.vigliaturo@dpi.vic.gov.au

Greg Cock (Vice-President)
Ph: 08 8303 9346
cock.greg@saugov.sa.gov.au

Tasmania
Jane Weatherley, Ph: 03 6233 3192
jane.weatherley@dpiwe.tas.gov.au

Central Queensland
Gerry Roberts Ph 07 4658 4410
gerry.roberts@dpi.qld.gov.au

Rutherglen (Victoria)
Carole Hollier Ph 02 6030 4500
carole.hollier@dpi.vic.gov.au

Jane Weatherley (Secretary)
Ph: 03 6233 31 92
jane.weatherley@dpiwe.tas.gov.au

South Australia
Jennifer Repper, Ph 08 8535 641 3
repper.jennifer@saugov.sa.gov.au

Orange (New South Wales)
lohn McKenzie Ph: 06 6366 5000
ohn.mckenzie@rbbs.net.au

Policy
Greg Leach (Qld) Ph 07 3896 9659
greg.leach@nrm.qld.gov.au

Jess Jennings (Treasurer)
Ph: 02 9692 0474 j.jennings@uws.
edu.au

Western Australia
Tracey Gianatti Ph: 08 9380 3410
gianatti@agric.uwa.edu.au

qorthern New South Wales
4nneCurreyPh0266287079
.iatres@naturallyresourceful. com.au

Western Australia (agriculture)
Pamela I'Anson Ph 08 9690 2201
pianson@agric.wa.gov.au

Darren Schmidt (Editor)
Ph: 07 5460 1494
darren.schmidt@crriq.edu.au

Northern Territory
Greg Owens Ph: 08 8999 2220, greg.
owens@nt.gov.au

Albury (New South Wales)
Jo Millar Ph 02 6051 9859
jmillar@csu.edu.au

Western Australia (NRM)
Arnrit Kendrick Ph 08 99383 4438
amrit@aapt.net.au

Regional Coordinators

New Zealand
Neels Botha
Ph: 64 7 838 5106
neels.botha@agresearch.co.nz

Queensland
Jeff Coutts, Ph: 07 4636 0848
couttsjr@couttsjr.com.au

-

.

Rosemary Currie, PO Box 1239, WODONGA 3689, AUSTRALIA Ph: C
6024 5349, Fax: 02 6056 1967, info@apen.org.au

New South Wales
Jess Jennings, Ph: 02 9692 0474
j.jennings@uws.edu.au

APEN Website www.apen.org.au

Guidelines and deadlines
Submissions should be made in MS Word with minimal formatting. A portrait photograph of the author is required. All photographs,
figures and/or tables ought to be provided as separate files (preferably TIF or JPEG; photos scanned at 300 dpi). Feature articles should
be around 1000 words and minor articles 500 words.The editor reserves the right to edit submitted material to meet space restrictions.
Letters to the editor or general items of news of interest to the network are welcome. Articles should be submitted at least four weeks
prior t o publication. Preference is given to articles that are grounded in some form of project or event.
Editing and layout: Darren Schmidt, Centre for Rural and Regional Innovation - Queensland (CRRI-Q), Gatton.
Production management: Rosemary Currie, APEN Secretariat, Wodonga, Victoria.
Opinions expressed in ExtensionNet are not necessarily those of the Australasia-Pacific Extension Network (Inc.) unless otherwise stated.
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